Perhaps the largest automata ever built. It was once owned by Don Barr, and is now restored and working in Siegfried’s Museum.

Liz Barnhart announcing the pumper contest.

Entertainers at Speyer—the poor organ grinder isn’t having a lot of luck with the ballerina.

Annette Kratz

Ron Hartwell

Mike Barnhart

John Rogers after a lot of help getting that pesky roll on the piano.
The Pumper Contest contestants: Mike Barnhart, Paul Mayer, Don Johnson, Ron Hartwell, Julian Dyer and John Rogers.

One of the many castles along the Rhine.

The Koln Cathedral

The mid-eastern décor Bruder organ found in Budapest.

A mime outside the Koln Cathedral

One of the many castles along the Rhine.

Don Johnson
Liz Barnhart, Laura Haaland, Dave Bernstein and Don Barr

Julian Dyer cranks along.

Chris, our host, tells us about the museum.

Allen Ford and Leslie Webb sure look good on the dance floor.

Donald and Jackie Day

Liz Barnhart, Laura Haaland, Dave Bernstein and Don Barr

Our drivers – Peter Gotz (Bus #2) and Peter Meier (Bus #1)

Left to right – Barbara Nielsen, Doug Nix, Ron and Barbara Hartwell, Barbara and John Washburn, Nadine and John Motto-Ros, Frank and Shirley Nix.
Bill Chapman tries his hand at cranking.

Herr Raffin, his daughter and son-in-law perform.

Barbara and John Washburn

Jackie Day and Donna Scaff share a laugh.

Alvin Wulfekuhl and Shirley Ekvall trip the light fantastic.

More help – Julian helps, too.

A little help here – Mike assists.
Frank Nix and Liz Barnhart displaying the table favor.

These happy people are waiting for lunch – Frank Nix, John Washburn, Roy Beltz, Barbara Washburn.

The (61) judges – and also the audience.

Roy Beltz, Doug Nix, and Barbara Nielsen at the Nymphenburg Palace.

Barbara Nielsen and Frank Nix on the Rhine River Cruise.
Well, Herr Adenauer doesn’t look too impressed with our contest!

The gate keeper with his very large hammer.

Siegfried Wendel receives the AMICA International Award from John Motto-Ros.

Suzanne and John McCall and Marjorie McGee

Leslie Hoffman and Frank Nix discover a street organ.

Frank and Shirley Nix at the Bridge over the falls at Triberg.

Some of the brave souls who went down 300 steps to the observation deck at the bottom of the falls.

Alvin Wulfekuhl
Barbara Nielsen and Doug Nix ready for the rain.

Barbara Nielsen and Peter Meir, Bus #1 Super Driver.

The airplane display at Speyer.

Lyle Merithew, Bill Chapman, John Rogers and Julian Dyer having a conference.

Mike Barnhart, Barbara Washburn, Liz Barnhart and Shirley and Frank Nix

Barbara Nielsen and Doug Nix

Boarding Bus 2

Hal Estry and Don Barr
John has his flag, but where oh where are his followers?

Wes and Sherri Neff

John Rogers talks to our hosts at the Haarlem Museum.

Castles along the Rhine

Maarten Van derVlugt, Shirley and Frank Nix

Marjorie McGee and Barbara Hartwell
Waiting for our leader (with the flag).

Beautiful area

Judy Warriner

Along the Rhine

Frank and Shirley Nix

The walled city

The entrance to the walled city.
At the Welte Museum - Edwin Welte’s piano

The Munich Carillon
Clock Automata

The train and pedestrian bridge over the Rhine River by the falls.

John Rogers trying to set up a group photo of Bus #2.

A Dutch windmill

The Fire Department pumping water from the river.
The Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial on the hill above Reudesheim.

Leslie Hoffman enjoying the scenery above Reudesheim.

Nadine and John Motto-Ros in front of the Robot Band.

Ron Hartwell with his pumper contest winner plaque.

Lorraine and Mike Conway

The Loreley calling ships to their doom.

Annette and Charlie Kratz

Loreley
Canal boats in Utrecht

Liz and Mike Barnhart at the Haarlem Museum.

Bob Anderson at the submarine controls.

Robin Biggins and Ardis Prescott

The horse-drawn carriage from the castle.

Bob Smith and Donna Scaff

Sandy Swirsky and Lyle Merithew

Shirley and Frank
Nix and Julian
Dyer watching the Oberammergau Fire Department

Warren and Hilda Merchant share a glass of wine.
John Motto-Ros presents the President’s Award to Bill Chapman.

Bob Anderson, Christie Counterman, and Don Johnson check out a Mortier organ.

The huge Mortier Fairground Organ at the Speyer Museum, with car in foreground.

Cynthia Mayer, Katerri Walters, Donna and Jack Scaff

The cable car in Ruedesheim.